Abstract-Recently, users' relationship prediction in spatiotemporal data has attracted widespread attentions. Previous studies have focused on either co-occurrence or context in spatial aspect, where the context in time aspect is seldom considered. In this paper, considering co-occurrence, context, and mobility periodicity together, we propose a novel social relationship prediction approach named Multi-View Context Co-occurrence (MVCC) for this problem. The combination of context and cooccurrence is not simply merged together, specifically, we propose a method that artfully transfers user-pair relationship in spatiotemporal data to word-pair relationship in natural language processing domain. In our approach, the context sequences capturing spatiotemporal semantics information from multi-views are constructed and the multi-view context co-occurrence feature with different degree representation is extracted from them. These multi-view context co-occurrence features are used to train multiple classifiers. The outputs representing different degree spatiotemporal information are weighted and fused as the final relationship strength. The results show feasibility of our approach compared to the methods such as EBM and SCI.
INTRODUCTION
Spatiotemporal data is so popular that they have attracted millions of users in the past decade. Because of the wide use of location-sensing mobile devices, users can share spatiotemporal information with their friends easily. People seem more willing to share their check-in information, which companies can consider to customize services. There are numerous relationship hidden in these geographic information, which requires a suitable method to mine. This social relationship information offers a groundbreaking opportunity to better understand and exploit users' requirements, such as friend recommendations or targeted advertisements for Internet companies [1] .
Intuitively, users who have higher relationship strength have a greater chance to appear together at the same occasions compared to strangers because of some same occupations or shared interests, such as colleagues meeting in workdays or friends spending time together at a coffee shop. Based on this intuition, the methods predicting relationship had been widely studied [2] [3] [4] [5] through co-occurrence feature that means appear together. [6] proposed a model that considered current context of the user to provide relationship prediction. Different from methods based on either context or co-occurrence, we propose an innovative method to extract feature capturing context and co-occurrence information. None of these above methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] include temporal context. Our method better combines context and co-occurrence together called context co-occurrence, different from literatures [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and meanwhile the people's periodic mobility also is considered.
FIGURE I. THE OVERVIEW OF MVCC APPROACH
In this paper, we propose Multi-View Context Cooccurrence (MVCC) approach. As shown in Fig.1 , MVCC consists of four phases: 1) Multi-View Context Sequence Generation; 2) Multi-View Context Co-occurrence Feature Extraction; 3) Multiple Classifiers Learning; and 4) Multi-View Decision Fusion. The combination of the first and second phase is also called Feature Engineering. First, we analyze original data from multi-view and artfully construct multi-view context sequence. Second, a transferring method is proposed to artfully extract context co-occurrence feature based on context sequence. Moreover, user-pair feature combination is used to train multiple classifiers, the trained classifiers are used to predict scores based on multi-view. The multi-view scores are fused to achieve relationship strength.
In summary, the contributions to this paper are as follows: 1) We propose a multi-view context sequence method for spatiotemporal data. The multi-view context sequence considers co-occurrence, context and time periodicity simultaneously. The time is divided into three granularities and different granularities portray different degrees of co-occurrence and context.
2) We present a novel method to extract context cooccurrence feature based on the context sequence. Our method artfully transfers the user-pair relationship in spatiotemporal data to word-pair relationship in sequence.
The remainders of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our methodology in detail. Section 4 reports our experiments. Section 5 presents results and discussion. Finally, we make conclusions in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
We categorize the related works into three groups based on their focus: context based method [6] , trajectory based methods [7] [8] [9] and co-occurrence based methods [2] [3] [4] [5] . Our approach focuses on context and co-occurrence, and merge them together but different from traditional methods. The comparisons are in Table 1 . In context based method, the context includes social context, personal preferences context, location context and temporal context. Bagci et al. [6] proposed a random walk based contextaware friend recommendation algorithm (RWCFR). They build a graph according to the current context (i.e. social relations, personal preference and location) of the user.
Trajectory based methods relaxed the concept of cooccurrence and use similarity in trajectory to measure likelihood of friendship [4] . Chen et al. [7] applied frequent sequential pattern mining technologies to extract the sequences of places that a user frequently visits, then use them to model his mobility profile combined with semantics of spatiotemporal information. [8] [9] focused on measuring user similarity using trajectory patterns, and [8] provide a tool called MinUS which integrates the technologies trajectory pattern mining on discovering user similarity.
Co-occurrence based methods had been shown to improve accuracy of social relationship estimation than trajectory based methods because of exploitation feature of co-occurrence [4] . Grandall et al. [2] demonstrated that the co-occurrence feature contributes to inferring social ties by experiments over a dataset of 38 million geo-tagged photos from Flickr. Additionally, the probability of a social tie increases as the number of cooccurrence times increases and the temporal range decrease. [3] [4] [5] used co-occurrence feature and achieve good performance. Pham et al. [3] proposed an entropy-based model (EBM) that estimates the strength of social connections by analyzing people's co-occurrences in space and time through diversity and weighted frequency. Zhou et al. [4] proposed a Theme-Aware social strength Inference (TAI) approach that mines theme (also called the unit for co-occurrence) from co-occurrence behaviors, and then use the theme to measure the social strength of two persons. Njoo et al. [5] proposed a unified framework called SCI framework (Social Connection Inference framework), which quantified three key co-occurrence features (i.e. diversity, stability and duration) and aggregated co-occurrence features using machine learning algorithms to predict the social ties.
Throughout the above methods, [2] [3] [4] [5] shows the importance of co-occurrence feature which is also considered in our method. [6] shows that current context contribute to friend prediction, so our method also considers spatiotemporal context. The temporal context is included in our method which is not involved in [6] . Different from [3] [4] [5] [6] , the feature extraction method of spatiotemporal context co-occurrence has novelty, which is not a simple fusion. Peoples' mobility periodicity is also an import characteristic [10] , and our method takes it into account through a special view. Generally, our method considers context and cooccurrence, combined with periodic mobility, shown in Table 1 . Additionally, we extract context co-occurrence feature from different time views which captures different degree spatiotemporal representation.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first give some important notations definition. Second, we describe how to generate multi-view context sequence and interpret each context sequence representation. Moreover, we propose a novel method to generate context co-occurrence feature based on above sequence. Finally, we describe decision fusion based on multi-view. In Table 2 we list the notations of parameters that we use. We denote u U  as the user, and c C  as the check-in data.
A. Notations Definition
Each c reflects the appearance of a user u at a specific location l at a specific time t with the form of {u, t, l}. Each user has many check-ins c information. The C t ={c 1 ,c 2 ,…,c n } represent all check-ins during the same time period. C t&l is a sequence that elements in Ct rank according location shortest distance principle.
is a sequence that elements rank according time order. C l ={c 1 ,c 2 ,...,c m } represents all check-ins in the same location. C l&t is that elements in C l rank according time order.
is a sequence that elements rank according location shortest distance principle. The  is a context sequence which only consists of user id. The parameters relationship is that
and the  usually includes many repetitive user id.
B. Multi-View Context Sequence
We construct multi-view context sequence from two main views (location-time and time-location), shown in Fig. 2 , to represent context and co-occurrence information. Based on granularities, the time is divided into three views.
FIGURE II. THE RHOMBUSES WITH DIFFERENT COLORS DENOTE
DIFFERENT USERS, THE ELLIPSES WITH DIFFERENT COLORS DENOTE DIFFERENT LOCATIONS, AND THE TIME CHANGE IS DENOTED BY THE SHADE OF THE BACKGROUND. 
The elements in
Sequence l C rank according distance nearest principle: if there is no location before, the first location is chosen randomly; otherwise, the location closest to the former location is assigned as the current location; the location closest to the (N-1)th location is assigned as the Nth location; and so on. SortTime function uses quick sort algorithm to rank according time order because time is one-dimensional information. The returned value of the Algorithm 1 is the location-time context sequence  consisted of user id, shown in Fig. 3 (B) . Note that the same ellipse color represents the same location in Fig. 3 Fig.2(A) , every chunk is one day i.e. time 1 is the first day; time 2 is the second day and so on. The elements in the time chunk t C rank according distance shortest principle. Day-location view is special time-location context sequence, because people's periodic movement is based on day [10] such as people commute on working day, people check in home at night. Therefore, this context sequence captures people's mobility periodicity, including day occurrence, time order context and shortest location context simultaneously. Hour-Location Context Sequence. The generation processes are similar to day-location context sequence generation, but the granularity parameter  is set to the hour. This will generate more time chunks, but shorter sequence in each time chunk than day-location. The hour-location context sequence captures moderate time co-occurrence and spatiotemporal context.
Minute-Location Context Sequence. The generation processes are similar to hour-location context sequence generation, but the granularity parameter  is set to minute. This will generate more time chunks, but shorter sequence in each time chunk than hour-location view. The minute-location context sequence captures strong time co-occurrence and spatiotemporal context. Different time-location context sequence portrays different degree spatiotemporal context and co-occurrence. However, the day-location context sequence includes other two time-location view information, meanwhile capturing the periodicity of people's movement. We do not adopt the second-location context sequence because the check-in data in location-based social networks is very sparse in time. Of course, if the strong time co-occurrence is needed, the second-location view also can be considered. Through algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, four types of context sequences, including different degree spatiotemporal context and co-occurrence information, can be achieved from above four views.
C. Multi-View Context Co-occurrence Feature
The context co-occurrence feature is not simple fusion between context and co-occurrence, different from traditional methods. We see each user id in spatiotemporal data as a word in the document sequence. We artfully use the toolkit word2vec to extract context co-occurrence feature through context sequence. The tool takes as its input a large corpus (corpus also can be seen as a sequence consist of words) and produces a dimensional space, with each unique word being assigned a vector in the space [11] . These word vectors are positioned in the vector space that words that share common contexts in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another in the space [11] [12] . The word vectors is also context co-occurrence feature that we need. Through four types of user context sequences, we can obtain four types of user context co-occurrence feature, (i.e. location-time, day-location, hour-location and minute-location feature), shown in Fig. 2 . These features includes spatiotemporal co-occurrence and context information.
More formally, given a context sequence  ={u1,u2,u3, u4,…,uT} with spatiotemporal semantics information, our objective is to maximize the average log probability
where T is number of elements in  and k is the size of the window. The inner summation goes from -k to k to compute the log probability of correctly predicting the user ut+j given the user in the middle ut. The outer summation goes over all users in the context sequence. The values of the two ends of the window are filled by the boundary value. Every user u is associated with two learnable parameter vectors, wu and vu. They are the "input" and "output" vectors of u respectively which can be learned [12] . The probability of predicting the user u i given the user u j is defined as
where U is different users in the context sequence  . The optimization approach is using stochastic gradient descent and the gradient is computed using backpropagation rule [12] . Each user's context semantic feature v u (also called word vector in NLP domain) can be learned. The word vector v u captures context and co-occurrence information, which is extremely useful for us.
The toolkit word2vec is usually used to find synonyms in document (a sequence consist of words), and we innovatively apply it to finding user-pair relationship. The context feature captures all representation information that the context sequence has. Therefore, the context co-occurrence feature also includes spatiotemporal context and co-occurrence information, and different views has different degree of context co-occurrence, same to context sequence. The context co-occurrence feature is very different from above literatures [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and not simply merges context and co-occurrence together.
D. Multi-View Decision Fusion
The context co-occurrence feature with spatiotemporal semantics is combined to user-pair feature to train multiple classifiers from four views. The multiple classifiers are used to predict the relationship strength of user-pair in the test data, and four types of scores can be achieved i.e., location-time, daylocation, hour-location and minute-location score, shown in Fig.  2 . We consider every view characteristic and propose multi-view decision fusion.
Our decision fusion is a high-level fusion method, which can effectively reflect the different types of view information. When several view information is incorrect, the correct result can be achieved through high-level fusion. Specifically, our approach is calculated by the following formula: Score and W(di), The RelationshipStrength is calculated by using formula (3) and ranked in descending order for experiment evaluation. Although the decision fusion is seemingly simple, it is very effective because formula 4 gives more weight to the view that can better fit dataset distribution. The time granularity uncertainty of real data is adaptive to our strategy.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe datasets and data imbalance solution. Second, we describe how to generate multi-view context co-occurrence feature. Moreover, we describe multiple classifiers learning and decision fusion based on multi-view.
A. Datasets
Our experiments are based on two real datasets, the Brightkite and Gowalla [13] . The check-in data is handled to a triplet <u, t, l>, where the l is represented by longitude and latitude. The user-pair data is handled to a triplet <u 1 , u 2 , label> where the label is whether two users exist relationship. The overview is in Table 3 . The label of two datasets is very imbalanced [5, 13] . Up sampling method is widely used method to solve the imbalance, specifically we compound the minority instances to the same number of majority instances. This is because there are no negative instances in the original datasets that only offer positive instances (all labels are true). Random user-pair does not exist relationship other than in positive instances. Negative instances are compounded equal to the number of positive instances. The user-pair data is divided into train, validation, and test dataset.
B. Context Co-occurrence Feature Generation
Location-time context sequence with spatiotemporal context and co-occurrence information can be generated through Algorithm 1. To achieve three types of time-location context sequences through Algorithm 2, the parameter  should be assigned to day, hour and minute (24h, 1h, 1/60h) respectively. Different views captures different degree context and cooccurrence. Then, four types of sequences with spatiotemporal information can be achieved.
The word2vec provides an implementation of the skip-gram architecture which is in accord with our objective function [12] , so we choose the skip-gram architecture. The formula (2) is expensive because the cost of computing ▽ logp(ui|uj) is proportional to the U [14] . An efficient alternative to the full softmax is the hierarchical softmax, which greatly reduces the complexity of computing logp(u i |u j ) (about logarithmically with respect to the U) [14] . Therefore, we adopt the skip-gram and hierarchical softmax approach [12, 14] to extract context cooccurrence feature. The context co-occurrence feature size is set as 200 and the window of max skip length between users is set as 10 (the parameter k in Section 3.3 is 10). The learning rate is set as 0.01 and the value of the other parameters are default. After learning from context sequences, the feature with different degree spatiotemporal information (the vector parameter v u in Section 3.3 called word vector in Natural Language Process domain) can be learned. Four different types of context cooccurrence features can be learned from multi-view and each user is mapped to four types of 200 dimensional context cooccurrence features. These context co-occurrence features represent different degree context and co-occurrence information in spatiotemporal data.
C. Multi-View Classification and Decision Fusion
The multiple classifiers can be trained through four views with different degree context co-occurrence information. In our experiment, we choose the XGBoost classifier to make prediction. It is a supervised learning method that uses a tree boosting technique. For a given datasets with n examples and m features {( , )}( ,
, a tree ensemble model uses K additive functions to predict the output:
where F is the space of the regression trees [15] . The output i y is the relative probability of a user-pair relationship strength. The user is represented with the context co-occurrence feature and then the user-pair features combination as the input. Considering relationship is bidirectional, a relatively larger vector position value is placed ahead of the corresponding position value. There are some primary parameters: the booster parameter is set as gbtree; the max depth is 3 which avoid overfitting; the boosting learning rate is 0.1; the objective function is binary logistic; the iteration time is 1000; and other parameters are set as default.
The four validation AUC (the Val_AUC in Section 3.4) can be achieved from four classifiers [15, 16] . Multiple classifiers are used to predict relationship score in the test data, and four types of scores can be achieved i.e., location-time, day-location, hourlocation and minute-location score, shown in Fig. 1 .
The D in Section 3.4 includes four views. We use the Val_AUC values and formula (4) to calculate the W'(di), and then use L1 normalization to get the W(di). RelationshipStrength is the result of user-pair in test data which is calculated through formula (3), and ranked in descending order for experiment evaluation. Generally, the higher the score is, the higher strength the two users have relationship.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We use the AUC metric (the area under the ROC curve) [17] to evaluate. The higher AUC indicates the better prediction performance. The precision-recall curve (PR-Curve) [18] is another widely used metric.
We compare AUC metric (shown in Table 4 ) and PR-Curve (shown in Fig. 3 ) from four views and decision fusion in test data. Location-time view captures strong location co-occurrence, shortest location context and shortest time interval context. Daylocation view is a special time-location view, because people check-in location usually is periodicity of the day [10] such as people commute on working day. The day-location view better portrays strong periodic time co-occurrence, spatiotemporal context. People's periodic check-in characteristic leads to daylocation view better than other two time-location view. The hour-location view captures moderate time co-occurrence and spatiotemporal context. The minute-location view is worse than other two time-location view in current two dataset, because the experiment dataset is very sparse in time. Although minutelocation view is not good in current datasets, it captures strong time co-occurrence and nearest spatiotemporal context. The minute-location view is very appropriate to the dense dataset that short time co-occurrence situation often appear, such as friends meet together in coffee shop during short time interval. By merging the four views' scores, the performance of decision fusion is higher than the single view result. In our approach, the four views are different which satisfy the diversity rule, and each view stress different degree spatiotemporal context and cooccurrence. Additionally, day-location view captures periodic co-occurrence which fitting peoples' periodic check-in. The formula (4) provides more weight to the good view and the comparison shows that our strategy balances shortcomings of a single view.
We also compare MVCC approach with three representative approaches, which are the state-of-the-art approach (SCI) [5] , the classical approach (EBM) [3] and the PGT approach [19] . The SCI method [5] is state-of-the-art method in recent literatures. The EBM [3] is classical method that acquires immense breakout at that time. The PGT method considered personal and global factors, combined with temporal factor, to measure the strength of the relationship between two given mobile users. We use our approach to make comparison with the PGT approach because it achieved decent performance. Fig. 4 shows our approach outperforms classical approach EBM by 2% to 8% in recall under the same precision. In Fig. 5 , we observe that the AUC of our approach outperforms the SCI [5] and PGT [19] methods. The co-occurrence feature is important in relationship strength [2] , and [3, 5] approaches take cooccurrence into account. Our method considers spatiotemporal co-occurrence, context and periodic mobility simultaneously. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel approach named MultiView Context Co-occurrence to predict relationship in spatiotemporal data. We construct context sequences and then artfully extract context co-occurrence features, different from traditional methods. Our method is based on multi-view and different view represents different degree spatiotemporal context co-occurrence. The experiment results show the feasibility of our approach, and evaluation shows that our approach outperforms the baseline.
